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Over the years, the process of shipping goods has evolved in many ways. Cargo volumes have
increased every year, vessels capacity has grown and the requirements for shipping companies to
comply with regulations (i.e. Customs, IMO, etc.) have also increased steadily. Freight forwarders
and shipping companies used to depend highly on manual labor throughout the entire shipping
process â€“ from packing, to warehousing, inventory, loading, transshipping, and discharging of
consignments. Nowadays, much of these tasks have been automated, thanks to modern shipping
software solutions which enable shipping companies maximize shipping efficiency.

Maritime software solutions have been developed for companies that provide cargo transport
services. They are available off-the-shelf for Shipping companies like Bulk, Tank, Container, RoRo,
and break bulk carriers. They are easy to use, can be customized for specific purposes, and can be
integrated into existing platforms and applications. Once employed properly, integrated shipping
software can provide significant cost benefits and higher level of operational efficiency.

Since no two shipping companies are alike when it comes to their software needs, shipping software
companies develop different types of shipping software depending on their functions. Container
management software centrally manages a global or regional container fleet and provides visibility
on container stock, container expenses and facilitates the planning and forecasting of container
stocks. It maximizes the use of a container fleet. It manages complex tasks, eliminates paper works,
and provides real-time reports allowing operators to monitor transaction processes from start to
finish.

Modern shipping companies use container tracking software to provide their clients visibility on the
actual progress of the container transport process. It generates real-time data on the exact location
of containers, and provides logs of exact time each shipment leaves the port and of its estimated
time of arrival.

Voyage calculation software also known as voyage accounting software enables operators to have
an early forecast on costs and income to expect from each port call and/or voyage. It calculates all
costs involved including port costs, canal fees, and bunker costs.  With these data, operators can
proactively manage their cargo mix and simulate the contribution impact for different port rotations
or vessel speeds. They can then choose the most cost-effective deployment and rotation of a vessel
and avoid expensive and/or less-profitable ones.

To ensure quality customer service maritime software solutions eliminate problems prevalent in
cargo shipping such as lost, stolen, or damaged shipments, tracking problems, delayed delivery,
uncontrolled transaction costs, and many others. Proper use of these software solutions provides
powerful and seamless results, and enables shipping companies to enhance productivity, efficiency,
and profitability.
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Ava Cristi - About Author:
Ava Cristi has been providing cotent on business solutions specialized in the shipping and maritime
industry. Read more about how a shipping and marine software and business solutions improve
your business process at http://www.softship.com.
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